Would you come with me? If I asked... would you hide with me? We'd be at last together...
You don't have to hide, lone, as you said...

listen to me, there's no reason why you should be caught, why you should be wrong, remember; Run with

Mapping Out the World
Run with me away, she used to say, as far as we can, run with me away, as far as we can.
way, we've no plan but mapping out

used to say, no plan but mapping out

the world to make sure every

the world to make sure every
When you said goodbye,

When I said goodbye, was that for—

did you mean... when you said goodbye, was that for—
ever? Was that "till then" or "never a-

Said good-bye...

ever? Was that "till then" or "never a-

gain"? Run with me

gain"?

Run with me a-


way, she used to say, as far as we can, run with.

Run a - way... as far as we can.
Run with me away, she said, we've no plan.

used to say, no plan.
but mapping out the world to make

sure every word you say

Mapping Out the World
will

stay for ever

will

stay for ever

will

stay for ever

Mapping Out the World
in my heart.

Run with me.

Run with me.